ResidentGuard LS2400
vs. WanderGuard BLUE
With a variety of wander management solutions on the market, it can be a daunting task
to determine the best system for your facility. Accutech’s ResidentGuard LS2400 system is
designed to provide long-term protection and comfort to the residents entrusted to your
care. Here’s how our system stacks up when compared to the competition.

ResidentGuard
LS2400

WanderGuard
BLUE

Non-institutional band option
available today

?

Willing to provide money-back
guarantee from interference

?

System notifications at display or
central nurses station
Requires tablet device for reporting
Number of direct nurse call
integrations

10+

1

Name and resident photo ID for
alarms
Ability to turn tags on and off
Direct integration with any reset
device (access control, keypad, etc.)
Locally wired at the door with option
to send data wirelessly to nurse station

*

**

* Non-HID readers can cause interference
** Available through Inovonics call system
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Scorecard Details
Money-back Guarantee

Accutech is so confident in ResidentGuard’s ability to be free from interference, that we
offer a money-back guarantee. If there is an interference issue that we cannot overcome,
we will refund the purchase price of your equipment.

Requires Tablet Device for Reporting

When solutions are only available through a tablet device, system cost can escalate
quickly. Most senior care facilities experience a high replacement cost for the tablets as
they are dropped, lost or stolen from the facility. ResidentGuard does not rely on tablets
for reporting.

Direct Nurse Call Integration

Flexibility is important when it comes to providing complete solutions for your senior
living facility. ResidentGuard has direct integrations with more than ten nurse call systems
(and growing). The WanderGuard BLUE system only offers integration to the propriety,
and expensive, Arial nurse call system.
Frequently, senior living facilities are looking for a stand-alone wander management
solution. Later, when they are ready to add a nurse call system, it’s important to have
options. Some manufacturers sell their wander management solutions as a loss leader
and then limit the integration to nurse call systems, knowing that these proprietary,
high-priced future additions will more than make up for the wander management solution
price.

Name and Photo ID for Every Resident Tag

The ability to identify a resident by their name and photo improves the efficiency and
usability of the wander management system. WanderGuard BLUE merely assigns a ten
digit code to each resident for identification purposes.

Supported by Integrators with Decades of Industry Experience

ResidentGuard is sold through and supported by integrators who have been in the
industry for decades. These integrators possess a wealth of knowledge for system
recommendations and support which is critical to the successful deployment and ongoing
security of the wander management solution.
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